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Introduction

• A robotic assistant assists human operations on lunar surface.

• Problem Statement: Create a system (Robotic Assessment) with capabilities to support
the astronauts on lunar surface using MBSE approach (Arcadia method).

• Approach:

o The given stakeholder needs, and operational scenarios were studied.

o Use case scenarios were made to understand the capabilities of robotic assistant
needed.

o Design as per sequence of operations
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Rules 
followed 

throughout 
the project
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The basic rule of ARCADIA- the problem space (Operational
analysis & System analysis), the solution space (Logical
architecture and Physical architecture) is implemented.

The stakeholder and system requirements are taken into
consideration during the problem space.

The architecture diagrams are maintained with a
consistent layout.

The functions and functional chains have been named
according to Capella rules.

At least three diagrams are modelled in each phase to ensure
completeness.



Operational 
Analysis

Assumptions

• The robot, moonlight constellation, Lunar
gateway and the habitat are established in
the Lunar environment. The upcoming
human missions will be supported by
these systems.

"The robot was eagerly waiting for its allies
and after a long wait, a spaceship landed with
astronauts. To keep the astronauts safe, it
dares to explore alone and identifies the key
spots on the lunar surface for exploration. It
then supports the astronauts in
their investigations about the Lunar
mysteries...."

The story of our system
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FIG. 1 - Actors and Entities

FIG. 2 - Operational Capabilities

Operational Analysis

Spaceship landed-
The capability identified is to guide the astronauts safely 
to Lunar habitat.

Explore alone and identifies the key spots-
The capability identified is that the rover to explore 
alone and share the data

Supports the astronauts-
The capability identified is that the rover should 
be accompany astronauts during exploration
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Operational Analysis: Exchange Scenarios
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• The exchange scenarios models in operational analysis
provides a sequence of events between various entities for
each capability.

• The Fig.3 is made to describe the overall view that will
transpire when the capability- 'Exploration' will be active.

• The Interaction here is between Crew, Spacesuit, Lunar
Habitat and AI_assitant.

• The same was replicated for other operational capabilities.

FIG. 3: Exchange Scenario of Exploration capability



FIG. 4 - Operational Architecture

Operational Analysis: Complete Architecture
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System Analysis

• The 3 main capabilities described earlier are decomposed in this step into 7 capabilities.

• Missions share common capabilities.

FIG. 5– Mission and associated capabilities 9



Example: 
System Architecture of Navigation

• Navigation is responsible for the system
to reach a designated destination

• The system interacts closely with the
following:

1. Crew- Decides the destination to be
searched.

2. AI_assistant- feeds the destination
coordinates into the system.

3. Lunar_habitat- It physically makes it
feasible for the rover to commence
the mission.

The system (robot) itself avoids obstacles
and navigates through the terrain.

10FIG. 7- System architecture for Navigation



System analysis: Complete Architecture

FIG. 8 – System Architecture view 11



Requirements
Analysis
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The stakeholder requirements were derived from the needs given in 
the subject of hackathon.

One stakeholder requirement corresponds to the constraints 
imposed by the lunar environment (STK-R8).

These requirements were further broken down into the system 
requirements

Constraints imposed by lunar environment were also elaborated on 
in the systems requirements.

Traceability was established between the stakeholder and system 
requirements.

These system requirements were allocated to the logical/behavioral 
components of the system during the logical architecture analysis.



Requirements analysis
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Refines

Satisfies



Requirements analysis
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Refines



Logical Architecture
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The scenarios derived from the system analysis are assigned with logical components.

In this stage, various system functions were broken down in terms of how they can be

achieved by the model in different scenarios.

FIG.9 - Logical Component Breakdown Diagram



Logical Architecture of Navigation scenario
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FIG. 10 - Logical Architecture view of Navigation



Complete Logical Architecture

17FIG. 11- Complete Logical Architecture



Physical 
Architecture

• Physical Analysis is performed with the same intent of logical architecture, except it
defines the "final" architecture of the system to be developed.

• New Behavioral components and Implementational physical components are
modelled.
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FIG. 12- Physical component breakdown



Physical Architecture – Build and Physical links
• The template of the logical architecture is utilized to have a consistency in the architecture diagrams.
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FIG. 13- Physical architecture with functions and physical links



Complete Physical Architecture
• This diagram represents the physical links between all the implementation components and 

functional interactions between all the behavioral components of the system and the actors.
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FIG. 14- Complete Physical Architecture



3D Model
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FIG. 15- 3D model of Robotic assistant
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FIG. 16- Component description

Low gain antenna and high gain 
antenna

360ᵒ array of cameras

Workbench

Storage

UHF Antenna

Retractable Solar Panel

Astronaut rest platform

Lights for sample analysis
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FIG. 17- Alternate views of model
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FIG. 18- Solar panel on robot body

FIG. 19- Solar panel retracted when workbench deployed
Play 
video



Conclusion

• A robotic assistant system was designed using model-based approach using following steps:

• Operational analysis was performed to understand the mission of the system and involvement of actors 
and entities.

• System analysis was performed to breakdown the mission of the system into capabilities and deduce 
what the system does to achieve these capabilities.

• Logical architecture was performed to breakdown the system into logical elements and deduce how the 
system achieves these capabilities.

• Physical architecture was performed to transform the logical elements into physical components and 
assign functions (needed to achieve the capabilities) and interactions to the physical components.

• The three capabilities of the system that we seek to meet are:

(1) Receiving astronauts from HLS

(2) Exploration of the lunar surface and

(3) Serving as a relay for communication between the lunar habitat and the lunar gateway.
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Thank you!

Q & A
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